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The most beautiful striking island of India is Lakshadweep which means a hundred thousand
islands. It is a beautiful place formed by 36 islands with the total area of about 32 sq km and is the
smallest union territory of India. The islands possesâ€™ 12 atolls, 3 reefs and 5 submerged banks which
attract thousands and millions of tourist every year for its incredible holiday attractions pulsating in it.
Today the island is popular all over the world and is sought after by tourist across the globe.

Most of the inhabitants of the Lakshadweep islands are Muslims with main language as Malayalam
and Mahl. It is isolated and secluded islands with few inhabitants but quite alluring and attractive
with unbeatable wonderful and peaceful serene nature. One of the main exciting spot is the beaches
decorated on the 12 atoll and is the most mesmerizing ideal site for leisure spending.

The top attractive beaches of Lakshadweep are as follows:

Kavaratti Beach

If you are looking for adventure sporting site in Lakshadweep Kavaratti is one of the unbeatable fun
fill site which offers host of water sporting excitement to experience. It is an amazing picturesque
beach located at a distance of about 400km from the west coast of Kerala well adorned with the
beauty of the swaying palm fringe on the golden shore of the beach and is one of the most popular
beaches of Lakshadweep which promises unforgettable romantic memory. It serves as a major
tourist spot in Lakshadweep tourism. There are many things to explore and excite holiday in it.
Kavaratti also offers to every visiting a memorable moments to enjoy amidst the marine life. Diving,
water rafting, swimming and marine amusements in some of its famous centers are the common
activities that bring happiness and joy to life. 

Kalpeni Beach

Located at Kalpeni Islands the Kalpeni beach remains one of the perfect sites with peculiar features
of Kalpeni atoll. It is well known for its huge storm banks of coral debris which stretches along the
eastern and south- eastern shoreline and is one of the favored tourist beach hubs. Kalpeni is lonely
island secluded away from the noise and pollution meant for relaxation and rejuvenation.  The
scenery of calm waving palm fringe beach with the sun peeking through the cloudy skies makes it
the perfect site to relish holiday with family or individual. Lakshadweep tour operators can help to
experience the successful and delightful fun trip by its beach tip guides. Make sure to have clear
guidance and experience almost all the excitements facilitated in this site. There are many sporting
excitements too which can be smoothly taken up with the tour operators help for sea bath, kayaking,
snorkeling because without their help it is can be dangerous as the beach is quite isolated
comparing to other beach destination. But you can make the most memorable and fun fill holiday
trip in it with little guidance.

The easiest access of how to reach Lakshadweep and make the most exciting fun fill tour trip with
less hectic can be fulfill by booking the Lakshadweep tour packages.
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Binil Ummer - About Author:
Binil is an eminent writer and travel enthusiast, here giving valuable information on a Lakshadweep
tourism, Lakshadweep tour operators, how to reach Lakshadweep and a Lakshadweep islands. For
more information visit our site a  http://lakshadweeptourism.org.in.
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